COVID-19 Surveillance
BEXAR COUNTY

Data Reported by San Antonio Metropolitan Health District
3/31/2020, 7:00:00 PM

CASES
229

EVER HOSPITALIZED
61

DEATHS
9

RECOVERED
45

CASES BY SOURCE

Community Transmission 28.82%
Close Contact 14.41%
Travel-related 30.57%
Under Investigation 26.2%

Case Data from the San Antonio Metropolitan Health District here Includes public, commercial, and military laboratory results

EVER HOSPITALIZED: A confirmed case that has spent time hospitalized at some point as a result of infection. Under Investigation: A confirmed case where the transmission source of the virus has not been determined.

CONFORMED CASES BY AGE GROUP

CONFORMED DEATHS BY AGE GROUP

CASES BY GENDER

DEATHS BY GENDER

Disclaimer: All points represented on the maps are based on Zip Code geographic centroid, and are not representative of a specific address, building or any location at a spatial scale finer than a zip code.

Map Information:
- The LEGEND is located via a link in the top right hand corner of the map.
- Search for locations using the MAGNIFYING GLASS icon and enter address.
- CASE RANGE is a predefined rate to classify the number of confirmed cases.
- CASE RATE is the amount of Confirmed Cases per 100,000 population.

Geospatial Links:
- City of San Antonio GIS Open Data
- ESRI COVID-19 GeoHub
- Texas Department of State Health Services (DSHS)
- Esri local San Antonio Office Hub Site